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March is finally upon us, McDowell, which means 
spring break is near! I am so excited to finally have 
some time off. 

I am also very happy that this issue came togeth-
er so quickly because of the time crunch with spring 
break. I was a part of The Trojan Voice writing staff 
last year, and our March issue was delayed until the 
end of April, so I am very grateful for our staff ’s hard 
work. 

The staff worked under crazy time constraints for 
this issue and were incredibly willing to do so.

I want to give a special shoutout to our layout and 
design team, led by my co-editor Kensley Semple, for 
making this and every issue of The Trojan Voice look 
amazing. I would also like to thank our copy editor, 
Grace DeVies who does the bulk of our copy editing 
(and who we inadvertently left off of the staff list last 
month! Oops!). 

All of the staff members were such an important 

part of getting this issue out on such a tight deadline 
and deserve so much credit.

Enjoy your much deserved break and get ready for 
a great fourth quarter.

Samantha Mannion
Co-Editor-in-Chief
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Featured Teacher of the Month
Full Name: Gary Magorian 

Years Teaching: 12

Subjects Taught: Current Issues, 10th grade 
History (Academic), 11th grade History (Honors 
and Academic), Leadership, Government (Aca-
demic), and Psychology

Q What helped you realize that you wanted 
to be a teacher?

A I like history, but there isn’t much 
to do with a history major, and 
teaching was the next step.

Q How do you think your teaching helps 
your students prepare for college?

A It prepares kids for skills they need, 
such as writing, reading, research, de-
bating, and responsibility for the  

 next phase in their lives.

Q Do you enjoy teaching and why?

A I enjoy waking up and going to 
work everyday.

Q How do you bring history to life for your 
students?

A I make history relevant and import-
ant to them while making connec-
tions to things going on today.

Q What do you hope your students walk away 
from your class knowing? 

A Students should walk away with an 
understanding of the importance and 
benefits of hard work.

Q What is your favorite moment in history and 
why?

A I like the 1960s because it’s a time pe-
riod when so many things occured 
that changed everyday life.

Q How do you help students solve problems 
they might have?

A I try to treat students as individuals, 
but circumstances are unique; what 
solves one problem might not solve 

another student’s problem.

Interview by Courtney Balcombe
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McDowell Respond to Florida 
Shooting with Walkout

by Gregg Vincent 

After the Feb. 14 school shooting that occured 
in Parkland, Fla., the Millcreek Township School 
Board acted quickly by holding a meeting re-
garding safety for its schools. 

One parent who attended the meeting “ap-
plauded the school board for taking quick ac-
tion on security issues” by approving money to 
be spent on school safety, as reported in the Erie 
Times News. 

The board approved a $5,500 contract with a 
school security consulting firm to walk through 
district buildings in order to give security rec-
ommendations later this year. McDowell soph-
omore Kari May said, “It is a good idea to have 
that; our school is definitely not safe.”

One area of concern for both students and 
teachers is the walkway. The district plans to 
partially enclose the walkway between the two 
high school buildings, but the price is still being 
determined. Millcreek Superintendent William 
Hall explained, “We’re getting bids to not totally 
enclose the walkway, but to put up a significant 
concrete barrier to the open side.” 

May said that she would feel safer with the 
walkway being enclosed. 

School directors also presented a job descrip-
tion and an agreement with the Millcreek Town-
ship Police Department and Millcreek Town-
ship to have an armed school resource officer at 
McDowell High School. They also have plans to 
arm current school resource officer Jim Rich at 
McDowell Intermediate. Rich is a former police 
officer and will go through further training to be 
armed within the school building. May thinks 
it is great to have one armed resource officer in 
each building.

“We don’t always talk about what we’re doing 
for security, but we have been looking into these 
things on an ongoing basis,” Hall said.

Hall wants Millcreek students and parents to 
take a survey on whether or not to arm teach-
ers. The link for the survey or it can be found on 
mtsd.org. 

https://www.mtsd.org/featured-news/
school-safety-survey

Security Actions Approved 
by School Board

by Max Nemenz

McDowell News 

McDowell High School students “walked out” of their classes for 17 min-
utes Wednesday to recognize the victims of the Parkland, Fla., school shoot-
ing one month ago. The students from McDowell Intermediate High School 
met in the commons and the Senior High students met in the North Gym 
from 10 to 10:17 a.m., one minute for each of the 17 victims killed. There the 
students sat in silence and recognized the importance of school safety. Once 
the silence had ended, students at both buildings gave speeches about the 
shooting and the victims.

“It is to honor those Parkland students who tragically had their lives taken 
and it also a chance for students to demonstrate to the world that they want 
to feel safe in their schools,” said Kimberly Clear, English teacher and adviser 
for the event.

The Parkland shooting occurred on Feb. 14, when a former Stoneman 
Douglas High School student, Nikolas Cruz, used a semi-automatic rifle to 
kill 14 students and three teachers at the school. 

Shortly after the Parkland shooting, the Women’s March Youth organi-
zation came up with a national campaign for students to organize for safer 
schools, creating the hashtag “#ENOUGH” and adding it to the Women’s 
March website. 

It is estimated that 3,136 schools from across the United States exited their 
classes for 17 minutes on Wednesday to recognize those who lost their lives 
in the Parkland attack and to become the voice of the movement toward safer 
schools.

Watching the empowered youth after the shooting, Clear spoke to her 
classes about organizing a way McDowell could participate in the movement 
because she thinks sometimes students don’t realize the change they can 
make. 

“I simply offered to advise any students who wanted to take part in the 
Walkout to keep this a peaceful, orderly event where students could freely 
express their ideas without consequence,” Clear said. “Many of them do not 
know the power they possess to impact the world around them. And this 
walk out is their opportunity to see the difference they can make.”

Clear worked with Morgan Williams, a senior at McDowell, on the details 
of the Walkout. “If there’s anything we can take away from today, it’s to tell 
students if you see something, say something,” Williams said. 

McDowell administration made it clear to the organizers that they would 
allow the students to walk out of class, but that the district was not endorsing 
the event. Students at the Senior High passed out orange ribbons to recognize 
the issue of gun violence. 

Administrators were present to make sure students went directly to the 
walkout location in each building and back to class afterwards. 

Among the students that participated was Maura Mclaughlin, a sopho-
more at McDowell High School. Mclaughlin said the Walkout was a way to 
show support for the victims of the shooting, and it was a great way to recog-
nize the importance of safe schools and how we need to do more to protect 
students. 

Another Walkout participant, Julie Ball, a sophomore at McDowell High 
School said that she was there to show support for her community and said, 
“It’s the best way to protest.”
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McDowell Takes a Swing at the 
School Wide Positive Behavior Trend

by Claire Belton

McDowell News

Teachers at McDowell High School are encourag-
ing positive student behavior with the start of Mc-
Dowell’s version of a school wide positive behavior 
plan: The “On PAR” Program.

Schools across the country have been inspiring 
students to have positive conduct in school through 
these kinds of programs. McDowell has now joined 
them asking student to be “On Par,” an acronym that 
stands for present, accountable and respectful.

The campaign was originally started to encour-
age students to want to learn and to do their best in 
school. 

Faculty and staff at McDowell want students to be 
On PAR, this means that students should come to 
class on time, take responsibility for their actions, 
and be nice to staff and fellow students.

When the campaign first started in the fall, MHS 
and MIHS took different approaches of introducing 
the program. Students at MHS went to an assembly 
and took a survey about the new program. Teach-
ers at MIHS talked to students about what the PAR 
campaign was. Students also made videos that were 
played on the announcements showing, what “On 
PAR” behavior looked like. 

To motivate students to demonstrate the three 
aspects of PAR, MIHS teachers and administration 

began giving out tickets this quarter that can be en-
tered for the chance to win prizes.

As of March 9, students at MIHS have turned in  
808 PAR tickets for a chance to win prizes. Sophie 
Beilharz is one of the students who received a ticket.  

“I feel it’s important to keep school a fun and en-
joyable place to be,” Beilharz said. “PAR helps every-
thing run smoothly during the day.”

Teachers are most likely to hand out tickets to stu-
dents who demonstrate the three aspects of PAR on 
a daily basis. 

Jessica Quiggle, a history teacher at MIHS is also a 
part of the “On PAR” Committee. She looks for stu-
dents she feels go above and beyond what is expect-
ed of them. She described someone who earned one 
recently. 

“The student comes to school everyday, is always 
prepared, and turns in his work on time,” she said.  
“He always has a positive attitude and even helps 
other students during class.”

Quiggle also believes that the PAR Campaign is a 
very good way to motivate students to be more en-
thusiastic about learning.

“I think too often we focus too much on pun-
ishment,” she said. “The PAR Program praises kids 
who are doing the right thing. It gets more out of 
students.”
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Challenges (NOT) Worth Dying For 
by Alex Hopkins

However, many of the challenges shown on social 
media endanger personal health and society.

The newest of these challenges, and the one that 
has drawn much media attention, is the “Tide Pod 
Challenge.” The challenge is to make a video of your-
self eating a Tide Pod - small cubes of pure deter-
gent that can harm or kill if ingested. Due to the 
high concentration of chemicals, eating a Tide Pod 
is very similar to drinking bleach.

According to Dr. Michael Lynch M.D., medical 
director of the Pittsburgh Poison Control Center, 
the pH levels in one detergent pod will destroy the 
throat cells immediately on contact. If someone were 
to swallow a Tide Pod, the damages from chemical 
burns take effect in a matter of minutes. In the worst 
cases, liquid seeps into the lungs and causes major 
problems as it eats away at the lining of the lungs. 
Basically, these pods can cause severe chemical 
burns and will kill its challenger by asphyxiation - 
they will choke to death.

We all remember the times we sat with our friends 
and played silly games. Everyone has played hide-
and-seek, UNO, and the iconic game played at every 
sleepover: truth or dare. 

There were the dares everyone dreaded; every 
person who chose ‘dare’ feared having to lick the 
floor or ask out that certain someone, but the worst 
that could happen was getting sick or being rejected. 
Even in that case, there was always the excuse that it 
was a dare. Depending on the challenge that was put 
forth, the game was pretty funny - usually more so 
for those watching. The dares could be funny and 
occasionally cringe-worthy, but they were not detri-
mental to one’s health and certainly not deadly.

With the rise of social media, party challenges 
have become dangerous and on the internet for ev-
eryone to see. People of all ages perform these chal-
lenges, some of which are just plain fun, while oth-
ers are created to raise awareness for certain diseases 
or causes, such as the ALS Ice Bucket Challenge. 
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The Ice Bucket Challenge was a popular social 
media challenge that raised money for ALS.
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The public is blaming Proctor & Gamble for mak-
ing the pods look too much like candy, and therefore 
inviting to young challenge seekers, but there are so 
many more dangerous challenges floating around 
the internet that one can hardly blame Proctor & 
Gamble’s product design for such modern dares.  

An even more deadly internet trend is called the 
“Blue Whale Challenge.” If you were to look up this 
challenge, the first search result to appear is the Na-
tional Suicide Prevention Hotline phone number, 
because the risks leads to participants to commit 
suicide by the end. 

Completing this modern-day dare consists of the 
participant asking 50 people for 50 challenges, one 
per day. At the end of the 50 days, the participant 
is to take his own life. Originally, the challenge was 
created as a way to mask the feelings that suicidal 
people have by claiming to be performing a harm-
less challenge. However, it has become a method for 
people to take their lives and discourages them from 
reaching out for help. 

If you hear someone wanting to do the Blue 
Whale Challenge, contact help immediately. It is not 
a joke, and it is not fake. This is a real challenge that 
people are carrying out, and it costs them more than 
any material thing that can be replaced. 

Not all internet challenges are this extreme, and it 
is unfortunate that people take dares to such levels. 
The Mannequin Challenge or the ALS Ice Bucket 
Challenge, were are enjoyable and harmless, trends 
that still drew audiences. 

However, challenges like these are being aban-
doned for more dangerous challenges. Challenges 
started out innocent. The Saltine Challenge, which 
started in 2000, was created by people who wanted 
to see if it was possible to eat six saltine crackers in 
one minute. This came about when a football player 
claimed to be able to do it, and it was also given by 
doctors as a way to test for a disease that causes a 
lack of saliva but it had a modest start until many 
people on the internet thought this would be a good 
challenge to try for themselves.

 For some reason, it appears that humans have an 
irresistible urge to partake in activities that endan-
ger their health. Luckily for these people, there’s an 
award for being able to pull off a foolish activity. 

The Darwin Award is given to those brave souls 

who perform a considerably foolish action. The 
guard is given as a “thank you” for contributing to 
natural selection at its finest hour. To these people, 
thank you for limiting our gene pool. The whole 
point of this award is to show people that stupid ac-
tions have stupid consequences. It’s one award you 
shouldn’t put on your shelf with pride.

Next time you have the urge to try an internet 
challenge, be smart and pick an innocent one. Do 
some research on the challenge, and if it’s safe, go 
for it. Do not risk your life for 48 hours of fleeting 
interent fame. 

There’s that moment in time where a person needs 
to ask himself if getting that record breaking number 
of YouTube subscribers is worth risking one’s health. 
Choose wisely or else that epic challenge video may 
just become your epitaph. 

Opinion
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It’s March Madness, and with great college bas-
ketball comes great cravings for game time food. 
Wings, pizza, dips, burgers - you name it. As fans 
hunt to find the best food to match their winning 
game brackets, many turn to one local bar & grille 
- Odis 12. 

This hometown favorite appeals to many locals 
for its menu, atmosphere and service. The popular 
restaurant was created by Mike “Odis” Miodus, who 
opened up a small corner bar and watched it grow 
into a staple in his community. 

“From 13 years ago a little corner bar, to where 
we are now, and we are hoping to expand right now,” 
Miodus said about the progression of his restaurant. 

Odis 12 skyrocketed once the restaurant began 
to enter wing contests. When the restaurant entered 
its first cook off, it was an instant success. “When we 
joined our first wing cook-off, it actually took us off 
business wise and made us well-known through the 
years,” Miodus said. 

Odis 12 has won the “Erie Choice Winner” four 
years in a row, “Erie’s Wing Cook Off Champ” for 
nine consecutive years, and recently won “Taste of 
Erie: Wing Cook Off Champ” the first year it en-
tered in 2017. 

The creativity and unique menu is what sets Odis 
12 apart from other wing places. The restaurant of-
fers 34 original wing sauce flavors. If you’re in the 
mood for some wings that will set your mouth on 
fire, they have a flavor named C-4. If your appetite 
needs something sweet and flavorful, try the PB 
Jammin. Even if you skipped breakfast, you can al-
ways stop in for the French Toast wings.

Some of the flavors were inspired by the restau-
rant’s customers like “The Girl Next Door” named 
after some college neighbors.

 “Actually there were a couple mistakes that 
[cooks] have done, and they actually turned out 

pretty good, so we named it after the person who 
made the mistake,” Miodus said.

Odis 12 is located at 3702 W. 12th St and open 
from 11 a.m. to 12 a.m. Monday through Saturday 
and closes at 10 p.m. on Sunday. 

Overall Taste Test:  

Crispness: Out of the 10 wings I sampled, only 
one had subpar crispness. They weren’t as crunchy as 
toast, but weren’t chewy as if they were soggy. They 
provided a great texture to compliment the flavor.

Rating: 9/10

Tenderness: Each wing was cooked to perfec-
tion and made it easy to chew and focus on the flavor. 
There no trying to choke down tough, overcooked 
meat. The crispness of the wings complimented the 
tenderness greatly. 

Rating: 10/10

Size: For wings, size matters. All 10 of the wings 
sampled were good sized wings, almost twice the 
size of commercial wing restaurants. The order of 10 
wings was more meat than you would get compared 
to Buffalo Wild Wings or Quaker Steak & Lube.

Rating: 10/10

Sauciness: The majority of wings weren’t 
drenched in sauce, allowing all the components to 
mesh together for a great tasting experience. How-
ever, the wings with more mild flavors had a heavier 
sauce compared to flavors that are hotter. The mild 
flavored wings seemed to have a little too much 
sauce and masked the other elements of the wings.

Rating: 6/10

Not Just Winging It
by Connor Glunt 

Review
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Odis 12 Gets Saucey with Their Chicken Wings
Review

#1 Bombers 
Claimed to be the fan favorite and most popular flavor, Bombers brought the heat, but also the flavor that some hot wings 
lack. The parmesan cheese on top was a nice touch to keep the heat from swarming the flavor by keeping your tongue cool.
(Pictured on the right)

#3 Girl Next Door
Girl Next Door uses the Goldie Hawn, Smokin Turtle, and Ugly Cousin to create a great combination of hot and mild, sweet 
and heat, while adding a touch of barbeque to it as well. 

#4 Coolio
Coolio was very similar to Bombers, but lacked the amount of flavor that Bombers was able to have with its heat. The Cranch 
aspect brought some flavor, but not enough. Adding the parmesan was almost weird, because that directly clashed with the 
heat, but made a good combination.

#5 Justis
This wing brought heat, and brought a lot of it. Ranked as one of Odis 12’s hottest flavors, its sole purpose was to make your eyes water 
and ask for another glass of water.

#7 24 Kt.
It’s description says hot, but it was the farthest thing from that. It tasted mostly like a honey mustard, but that wasn’t a bad thing. I wasn’t 
expecting to be wowed by this flavor, but just because I put it at 7 didn’t mean it was bad.

#8 Smokin’ Bros
I’m not going to lie, this flavor tastes very basic. The description says it uses the Ugly Cousin, Smokin’ Turtles, and Cranch, but it tasted 
like an ok barbeque.

#9 Odis 12
I expected the wing named after the restaurant to have a 
better, bolder taste, but I didn’t get that. Instead, it almost 
tasted like a teriyaki sauce. The wing was lightly sauced, 
but if it had any more, I’m not sure if I could get past the 
taste to finish the wing.

#10 Goldie Hawn
This wing nearly made me sick. It could have been from 
eating the hot wings first and then working down to the 
mild wings, but this was drenched in what tasted like a 
honey mustard and ranch combination that left an ex-
tremely bad taste in my mouth. 

#6 Dawinguwant
This wing has a hot honey cajun flavoring, but it tasted similar to a Cranch with pepper also. It doesn’t have a sauce, but oddly enough, it 
was the one wing that wasn’t up to par with its crispness.

99

#2 Ugly Cousin
This flavor was a mix of one wing and a couple other ingredients, but was surprisingly hot. It uses the ingredients of the 
Odis 12, but has a sweet and tangy twist, and adds some heat as well.
(Pictured on the right)

I sampled 10 of the 34 award winning flavors for wings, and ranked them by my favorite 
personal favorites.
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Gun Reform
Opinion

Gun control. 
The subject has been debated since 1934 when Al Capone 

would send his mob to shoot whoever messed with his business. 
The debate is should we regulate the availability of guns?

See, those who debate in favor of gun “freedom” will say all 
those in favor of control are strictly trying to get rid of all guns?  

This isn’t necessarily correct. 
Some people advocating for gun control do, in fact, want all 

guns gone. That’s their opinion and they have their right to it.  
However not everyone wants that.  
Gun control advocates will say the U.S. has too much leni-

ency when it comes to gun regulations. There are no true back-
ground checks, there’s no true wait period, there’s no insurance 
that these weapons will not end up in the wrong hands.  

The most recent incident in Parkland, Fla., has made the 
flawed system clear. The FBI dropped the ball, allowing 19 year 
old Nikolas Cruz, who had a history of mental illnesses, to pur-
chase the AR-15 rifle he used to murder 14 students and three 
teachers. Cruz was able to purchase his gun far too easily. 

Gun rights advocates argue that the Colt ArmaLite Rifle-15 
(AR) is not an assault rifle. However, Colt, the manufacturer of 
the gun, classifies it as an armorer class rifle, which is the same 
class as the M16 military assault rifle. In fact, the AR-15 is based 
off of the M4 carbine rifle, which is undoubtedly an assault ri-
fle. If the manufacturing company classifies it as an assault rifle, 
then in no way should a 19 year old be allowed to have it.

On the topic of guns, let’s look at how many mass shootings 
have been carried out by legal and illegal weapons. In 2012, 
America had its second worst school massacre at Sandy Hook 
Elementary School. The perpetrator Adam Lanza used a Bush-
master XM15-E2S, an illegal firearm, and a Glock 20SF, a legal 
handgun, to murder 26 people. 

Omar Mateen, Stephen Paddock, and Cruz all used the AR-
15, a legal assault rifle, to carry out their massacres. Mateen 
killed 49 in the PULSE Nightclub in Orlando, Fla. Paddock 
murdered 58 during the Las Vegas massacre. Cruz is responsible 
for the death of 17 people at his former high school last month. 

Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold used two legal shotguns, a 
Hi-Point carbine, legal, semi-automatic pistol to carry out the 
Columbine High School Massacre in Columbine, Colo. With 
this information it’s clear to see that with five mass shootings, 
only one had an illegal firearm. 

Gun rights advocates will say America does not top the list of 
record  mass shootings in a country, and that’s true. It’s only true 
because mass shootings leave out school shootings. The Inves-
tors Business Daily article that states America is not the worst 
country for “mass shootings” only covers the most recent school 

shooting. The article fails to use any other example of a school 
shooting and excludes the statistics of others. 

If we’re counting school shootings, America has had 40 
shootings out of 108 since 1902. That’s about 37 percent. Not 
a lot, but to put it in comparison, China, the country in second 
place, has had a 15 shootings in 116 years. That’s about 14 per-
cent. This fact is substantial because China has stricter gun laws.  

Also, in a study by the Academy for Critical Incident Anal-
ysis at John Jay College that compared America to 36 different 
countries from 2000 to 2010, America has had almost more 
shootings than all 36 countries combined. The countries have 
had 28 shootings while America has had 27. 

The other point most gun advocates will focus on is the Sec-
ond Amendment right: “A well regulated Militia, being neces-
sary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep 
and bear Arms, shall not be infringed.” 

To understand it, one must know the context of the amend-
ment, as it was written in 1791. Gun advocates interpret the 
amendment as anyone is allowed to carry and conceal a fire-
arm. However, in the last 227 years both the term militia and the 
weapons in this country have greatly changed.   

How this correlates to modern day is we have no need for 
a militia. And even if we did, the militia would be regulated. It 
would not be a job that just anyone can do.

Now let’s talk about the arms our founding fathers are talking 
about. The firearms available were more like hand cannons. 
They were a one- shot gun, containing cotton, gunpowder, and 
one lead ball. Nowhere in the description does it state that a 
firearm is longer than half someone’s wingspan, with the ability 
to fire small projectiles thousands of miles within a few seconds. 
Today, we have upgraded the hand cannon to better suit the mi-
litia’s needs by creating the pistol. That is a true civilian firearm. 
That is what the second amendment should protect.  

Finally, the gun rights discussion should not ignore a citizen’s 
unalienable right to safety. This right is important to the topic 
because the entire debate is about safety. And people do not feel 
safe. With all of these debates no one thinks about the safety of 
the citizens, and with that, no one realizes it violates their right. 

Those in favor of gun control have stated that without stricter 
laws against guns, they no longer feel safe. Most of the opposi-
tion’s debate is about upholding people’s rights, yet they can’t 
see that without gun control, one of the original rights of our 
founding fathers is being violated. 

It’s our job to learn from these horrible events and push our-
selves towards a better, safer future. If we can’t limit the avail-
ability of weapons of war, then there’s no hope for our next gen-
erations.

by Alex Hopkins

Safety in School is My Right Too
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Debate
Opinion

by Zain Machaal

“Give me liberty or give me death!” 
That’s an aphorism from Patrick Henry that has its ties with 

the writing of the Constitution, where Patrick Henry demanded 
we sway away from British rule and become independent. After 
we became independent, we came up with the rights of men. 
After the tragedy in Parkland, Fla., mass shooting, the debate of 
gun control and the protection of the Second Amendment came 
up. However, we must not let our emotions hinder and destroy 
what the founding fathers wrote. 

Benjamin Franklin once said: “Those who would give up 
essential liberty, to purchase a little temporary safety, deserve 
neither liberty nor safety.” Those liberties as a United States citi-
zen must be protected by the Constitution. The idea of banning 
guns or adding restrictions is only a temporary safety. I stand 
for the preservation and conservation of the Second Amend-
ment and against gun restriction laws. 

The AR-15 is not the most deadly firearm used in the world, 
however, U.S. Senator Bill Nelson from Florida thinks other-
wise. He said in a recent interview, “I still hunt with my son, but 
an AR-15 is not for hunting, it’s for killing.”

So, you mean to tell me that hunting isn’t killing? Those are 
obviously very conflicting terms from the senator. While hunt-
ing, the more damage your gun can inflict and the more precise 
your gun is, the better your chances are at killing your prey. 

The former Vice President Joe Biden also has conflicting 
statements on the AR-15: “You don’t need an AR-15, it’s harder 
to aim, it’s harder to use, and in fact, you don’t need 30 rounds 
to protect yourself.” Democrats who are for gun reform, have 
claimed that the AR-15 is a very dangerous assault rifle. But it’s 
only dangerous if you aren’t trained to use it. 

AR-15 gun owners say otherwise. It’s their favorite gun to use 
in self-defense. For example, on November 5, 2017 in Suther-
land Springs, TX, there was a mass shooting, which was stopped 
due to an NRA certified AR-15 gun holder Stephen Willeford. 
This was a shooting that killed 26 people inside a church, and 
would’ve killed more if it wasn’t for Willeford’s heroic act. 

Again, conflicting points on the AR-15 makes me think that 
most Democrats don’t know how an AR-15 works. They were 
just terrified at its googly eyes and it’s loud, unpleasant sound.

To further my point, Don Lemon, a CNN anchor who has 
one of the most watched shows on the left-leaning news net-
work, claims, “I think most people can buy an automatic weap-
on (AR-15).” There are two absurd claims made by Lemon. 

Here he claims that most people can buy an automatic weap-
on. This is not true. Buying automatic weapons in the United 
States is illegal under the Federal Assault Weapons Ban, which 
ironically, was signed by President Bill Clinton, a Democrat. 

The other claim was that the AR-15 is an automatic weapon, 
which it’s not. It’s a semi-automatic version of the M16, an au-
tomatic weapon that’s used by the U.S. military. The AR-15 isn’t 
an automatic weapon, but it is a common myth used by most 
people for gun reform. The AR-15 is actually a semi-automatic 
weapon, which requires a release and pull of the trigger each 
time it shoots a bullet, while an automatic weapon shoots con-
tinuously while holding down the trigger.  

Another very common myth about the AR-15 is that the 
weapon is responsible for most gun violence, including mass 
shootings, like the one that happened recently in Florida. How-
ever, according to the FBI, Americans are four times more likely 
to die from a knife-related murder than being shot by a rifle. 
Also, handguns are at the root of more gun violence than rifles. 

In response to the aftermath of the shooting in Florida, some 
leftists claim that President Trump has done nothing and they 
demand change. 

The students from Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School 
demand gun law reform, and after the shooting, even President 
Trump is proposing to ban bump stocks, which allow semi-au-
tomatic guns, like the AR-15, to act more like an automatic 
weapon. This is a decision, which adds more restrictions on the 
Second Amendment, is surprising for a Republican to make, 
and one that I don’t agree with. This ban could allow a gate-
way for some Democrats to add more restrictions to the Second 
Amendment.  

The Second Amendment is also not a thing that some leftists 
are fond of. There are claims made by a few leftists that the Sec-
ond Amendment only protects the rights of militia to own guns. 
However, District of Columbia v. Heller was a 2008 Supreme 
Court case on gun control, and it ruled: “The Second Amend-
ment protects an individuals right to possess a firearm uncon-
nected with service in a militia, and to use that arm for tradi-
tionally lawful purposes, such as self-defense within the home.” 

It was thought that Washington D.C. law restrictions on ri-
fles, such as the AR-15, violate of the Second Amendment. After 
the ruling, which was 5-4, it concludes, even if you’re not a part 
of a militia, you have the right to bear arms, such as an AR-15, 
and have a right to use it in lawful practices.

America is and ought to remain the land of the free and the 
home of the brave.  Our founding fathers, our great leaders, and 
our Constitution all respect and appreciate the absolute right of 
each citizen to own a gun.  Mass shootings are horrible events, 
but we cannot allow them to put sympathy above smart policy, 
and if we do, in addition to killing all of those innocent people, 
the evil gunmen will have also killed our great democracy and 
the freedom of the greatest nation on earth.

Sympathy Doesn’t Make Smart Politics



Pointe Foure Presents: 
Spring Trasitions

Pretty In Pink 
Rectangle Shape

1960s handmade chiffon and raw silk 
cinched pencil dress with matching re-
versible cropped jacket - $86

Paired with 1990s flats - $5

She Who Wears The Pants ;) 
Inverted Triangle Shape 

Inverted triangle shape
1950s feminine v-neck top - $18

1990s leather boot cut pants - $53

1980s lipstick pink belt - $10

1990s slender pattern leather and 
suede heels - $10

Fashion

by Tyra Conrad

12

In fashion, it is important to dress for your body. Accentuate 
what you’ve got through clothing. This month Emily George, own-
er of Ponte Foure, presents some trendy outfits for spring. She 
told me once that her, “passion and mission is to spread self-love, 
self-esteem, and confidence through beauty and fashion.” So, no 
matter what we share as “tips,” be sure that what you’re wearing 
is something you feel comfortable and beautiful in because that’s 
what really matters. George advises to, “Dare to Own a Life you 
Love (DOLL). Big or small, let us help you all walk through these 
doors and find the doll in you.” All the outfits shown can be pur-
chased at Pointe Foure located at 2508 Peach St. in Erie.



Fashion

GROOVE, Baby Bird 
Pear Shape

1980s horizontal striped shirt - $10

1970s blush wide leg pants - $36

1960s tapestry purse - $24

1980s Robin egg blue heels - $5

Slitherin’ To Spring
Hourglass Shape

Sparkly 1980s scoop necked crop top - 
$15

Pleather 1960s crop top (jacket) - $64

1990s pencil polka dot skirt with a 
cute flutter bottom - $22

Black mock snakeskin stilettos - $10 

13
Pointe Foure is located at 2508 Peach St.



I don’t know what I’m doing.
I think I’m going to college. 
I think I’m going to be a journalist. 
I think, I think, I think, but I don’t know.
I was given a leadership position, but I was not 

taught how to lead. I was told to study, but I was never 
taught how I learned. I was told to go to college, but I 
was not guaranteed that I would find what I love to do. 

I tell myself that I don’t know, but I don’t tell myself 
that not knowing is perfectly fine. 

I’m taking my time and figuring it out. 
I’m looking at colleges online that interest me or 

that have expressed interest in me via emails or actual 
mail. I signed up for colleges to review my PSAT scores 
and then send me their information. I am Googling 
tuition and acceptance rate of any college I can think 
of. I also plan to tour colleges this summer and even 
before then. 

I’m talking to my parents about schools. My dad 
specifically is helping me a lot and is lighting a fire un-
der my butt to get this stuff done - and I didn’t even 
ask him to. 

While at McDowell I am learning anything that in-
terests me. I’ve taken performing arts, chorus, film-
making, journalism, current issues, exploring writing. 
I did stage crew for the Center for Performing Arts 
- anything that was compelling to me. I still want to 
take psychology and CSI forensics. I am trying to dis-
cover what I really want to do.  

Thanks to that filmmaking class I know I am nev-
er going to be a camera operator. I also know that I 
think theater is fascinating, but I am not cut out for 
performing. That being said, through exploring writ-
ing and journalism, I know I can’t live a life where I 
am not in some way being creative and that I need to 
write professionally or as a hobby. 

So, no, I don’t know exactly what I am doing. I am 
finding my way though, and that’s okay, too. 

I Don’t Know What I’m Doing
by Samantha Mannion

Opinion
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AdviceDear Juliet,

15

Oh, honey, let me first start off by saying I’m sorry. 
Every relationship wishes it can remain in the “hon-
eymoon” phase, but I believe that is hard to maintain. 
If you have truly found the love of your life then you 
need to work to keep it feeling like the very begin-
ning. No one said relationships are easy; there are 
good times, but also it’s work to maintain a long term 
relationship.

Maybe it’s because I’m a hopeless romantic, but I 
think the closest thing we have to magic is, in fact, 
love. I can suggest ways to bring back the swooning 
eyes and songbird pep in your lovey-dovey step, but 
relationships take two, so he needs to be a part of fix-
ing it with you. 

All I know is that communication is everything. I 
know you said you constantly get into bickering fits 
with each other, so you might be nervous to just con-
front him. When beginning to discuss this topic, he 
may feel that you’re being overbearing, and intense. 
So, give him a heads up before you get into the serious 
topic. 

Find a day you two can be together, and tell him 
you need to talk with him about something import-
ant. Then, when he comes over just say, “I was won-
dering if we could have that talk tonight?” Making a 
clear note of this first when planning over the phone, 
and then reiterating it in person allows him to notice 
that this is something serious, and it’s really weighing 
on your mind. 

Be calm and rational—no word vomit here, please. 
Big conversations in relationships are absolutely 
nerve-wracking, there’s no doubt about that. Still, they 
need to be done. 

A quote about love from “What If,” one of my favor-
ite movies says it best: “It’s complicated... Because if it’s 
too simple you’ve got no reason to try and if you’ve got 
no reason to try you won’t.”  

I get into little quarrels every now and then with my 

man, but we handle it very differently than other cou-
ples our age; it’s just what works for us. Take this, for 
example, I say something stupid that may have hurt 
his feelings (which happens because I’m sassy and hu-
man, obviously). He does this thing that lets me know 
when I have crossed that boundary, he keeps himself 
closed-off or is short with me (but not for long be-
cause we talk about it). We are a very open couple, 
so if I can sense his dismay I will call him that night 
and we’ll discuss how we feel. We talk it out until it’s 
settled; sometimes that can take a while, but we have 
never gone to bed angry. So, try that. 

Finding out his side more will definitely benefit the 
relationship too. Ask him questions like: What do I 
do that makes you happy? What can I improve on as a 
partner? How can we love each other more? What do 
you miss about us? 

These questions don’t directly blame him for any-
thing, so he’ll be more opportunity to give a sincere 
answer rather than get defensive with you. In turn, he 
may ask the same of you, so be ready to answer those 
questions too. His answer may not be what you’re ex-
pecting.

 

“My boyfriend and I have been together for over two years. We’re working up to our third anniversary in 
September. Everything is perfect when things are good, but when it’s bad, it’s like I just want to give up. I love 
him so much, but it’s all so confusing. I plan my life with him, and I hope we can spend our future together. 

We’ve been having very heated arguments for over a month about our relationship. What our fights consist 
of is basically how each of us feels. He told me one time that something needle-sized to him is like an elephant 
to me. It upset me to think that, but I have anxiety, so I can’t handle some things. 

We constantly nitpick at each other. What should I do to help our relationship?”

If you'd like advice, send your question to one 
of The Trojan Voice's social media outlets. The 
question will remain anonymous. 
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The Kardashians along with the Jenners have been 
fascinating the public eye for quite some time. Whether it 
be an inspiring coming out story or another baby on the 
way, this family continues to amaze the public. On Feb. 1 
the they  introduced new life into the world, and she goes 
by the name Stormi. On the day Stormi was born, Kylie 
Jenner, 20, finally confirmed the pregnancy, or rather the 
birth of the little girl to Kylie and boyfriend Scott Travis. 
Although there had been a few indications that Kylie was 
eating for two, she still never openly confirmed the baby 
until after she was born. It is unknown still at this time 
why she kept the pregnancy on the down low. 

Khloe Kardashian posted a photo with her and Kylie 
side by side with their bellies basically ready to pop. The 
public predicted that the baby may be named Posie after 
Kris Jenner’s favorite shade of Kylie’s lip kit. Some believe 
she is named Stormi because of the roller coaster that was 
the pregnancy. This would make perfect sense if you think 
about; having to depend on her family to keep this huge 
thing a secret would be so difficult it could be considered 
a ‘stormy ride.’ The baby’s last name is Webster, because 
Scott Travis’ actual name is Jacques Webster.

An unknown source in an interview with BBC said, “She 
really wasn’t ready for the news to come out. She knew 
it was inevitable, but she knew she would be judged for 
being so young.” 

While other celebrities have been expressing their 
good wishes towards the new family, fans of the Kar-
dashians/Jenners have showed their concern for her 
hiding the pregnancy. Maybe fans were just upset about 
the se- cret and how long she kept it, so this to 

fans may seem like she hid the pregnancy 
because she knew it was going to be a 

rocky ordeal. 
So Stormi joins the family’s 
other children Mason, Penelo-

pe, Reign, North, Saint, and 
Chicago Kardashian.It is 
no secret that the Kar-
dashians/Jenners choose 
unique baby names, 
so this only leaves fans 

wondering what Khloe Kar-
dashian’s baby will be named.

Although FOX’s show, “I Wanna Marry Harry,” did not 
find the son of Prince Charles and Princess Diana a true 
match, Prince Harry managed to find love in an American 
woman. Meghan Markle is an American actress and hu-
manitarian who starred in movies such as Remember Me, 
Horrible Bosses, and the TV show Suits. The two met on a 
blind date in July 2016, set up by a mutual friend. Markle, 
obviously intimidated by Prince Harry’s fame, claimed she 
did not go in with any preconceived notions. The two later 
went for drinks, and had a mutual agreement to meet each 
other once more. They hit it off from there, and on the 
second date Harry offered a spot for Markle on a trip to 
Africa. Although it took a lot of convincing, Markle finally 
agreed to accompany Prince Harry on his trip. 

In an interview on BBC Harry said, “I managed to 
persuade her to come and join me in Botswana and we 
camped out with each other under the stars.” This was a 
great opportunity for the two to really get to know each 
other. 

After four months of keeping their relationship hid-
den from the public, it was revealed Harry was dating an 
American actress. A source even said that Harry was the 
“happiest he had been in years.” On Nov. 8, 2016 Harry 
confirmed his relationship with Meghan Markle to halt the 
hate people had been expressing over social media. In fact, 
Harry has mentioned the fact that he went through mul-
tiple legal battles just to protect his future wife from the 
hate of the internet. Throughout the rest of the year the 
couple had been spotted being around each other. Later 
Markle closed her website, The Tig. Some people speculate 
she closed the website due to the pressures of the royal 
family, however she claims she closed it due to 
her being too busy. A year after 

their announcement 
of the relationship, 
they announced 

their engage-
ment. The 
wedding will 
occur on May 
19, 2018.

Taking the World by Stormi
by Gregg Vincent

American Turns British Royalty
 by Gregg Vincent
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Entertainment News


